The State of Faster Networks
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WildPackets surveyed more than 100 network engineers and IT directors on the bandwidth of their network and the
challenges they faced as they transitioned to faster speed networks like 10G or higher. This survey covers both the
key challenges of moving to faster networks and how companies can change their network monitoring and analysis
strategy to conquer these looming problems.
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The State of Faster Networks
Key Findings
In 2013, WildPackets surveyed more than 100 network engineers and IT directors to determine where companies
were with the state of migrating to 10G networks. Along with getting a better understanding of migration, the team
also set out to get a better understanding of the challenges faced when deploying 10G, 40G and 100G networks and
what network engineers needed in a network analysis solution at these faster speeds.
The findings show that most companies have already started making the transition to 10G with 72 percent supporting
10G, 13 percent supporting 40G and 7 percent supporting 100G deployments. The biggest challenge at 10G or faster
speed networks was traffic visibility. 72 percent of those surveyed wanted better real-time statistics. Additional needs
included faster forensic searches and aggregation of network analysis across multiple network segments.
Less than half of the companies surveyed were implementing network forensics, even though 85 percent stated this
is essential for their network. Challenges with network forensics at 10G included limited disk space, limited real-time
statistics and cost – which was the number one limitation at 10G.

Who Took the Survey?
WildPackets sought to determine the adoption rate of 10G+ networks as well as the problems that IT faced as they
transition to faster and more robust networks like 10G or higher. All of those surveyed were based in the US.
More than 40 percent of those surveyed reported working at a company with more than 5,000 employees. However,
there were several respondents (11 percent) that had 1 to 100 employees.
Break down of company size:

Company Size
11%

1 - 100
21%

44%

101 - 1,000
1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000

11%

13%

More than 5,000

*The majority of those interviewed were already supporting 10G networks with 13 percent supporting 40G.
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Break down of network infrastructure:
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*Graph shows all networks that are supported

Challenges and Needs at 10G or Higher Speeds
As more companies transition to faster speed networks, the number one challenge they are experiencing is limited
visibility. 20 percent of those surveyed thought that real-time network analysis was no longer an option at 10G.
The break down of challenges network engineers face is as follows:

Challenges at 10G
Limited or no network visibility

20%
43%

16%
21%

Limitation of security monitoring
Lack of smart tap compatibility with
exisiting solution
Real-time network analysis no longer
an option

Considering these are the major pain points at 10G, network engineers and IT directors stated the number one
feature they would like to have with their 10G network analysis solution is more real-time statistics. Additional wants
out of their network analysis solution included VoIP analysis and faster forensic search times.
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Features companies would like with their 10G network analysis solution include:

Needs for 10G Network Analysis Solution
VoIP analysis
Faster forensic
search times
Aggregation of
network analysis
across network segments
More real-time
statistics
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Lack of Adoption of Network Forensics at 10G
Network forensics is the practice of capture, recording and analysis of network events to discover and resolve the
source of a security attack or other network problems. The practices of capturing network traffic with individual SPAN
ports and taps typically results in spotty overall visibility. In today’s 10G world, you need a purpose-built network
forensics solution in place to capture all network data 24x7.
Even though 85 percent of those surveyed stated network forensics is a necessity at 10G, only 31 percent of those
surveyed are instrumenting for network forensics.
For those that are using network forensics at 10G, they are implementing this practice for a wide range of purposes.
41 percent of those surveyed use network forensics for security purposes, 51 percent use it to solve intermittent
network issues and 33 percent use it to solve intermittent application issues. 17 percent use it for 24/7 transaction
analysis.
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The biggest challenges that network engineers face with network forensics at high-speed networks include limited
disk space and limited real-time statistics. Details covered below:

Challenges with Network Forensics
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Conclusion
More and more enterprises are transitioning to 10G or higher networks, however they lack visibility into these
networks and the proper techniques and equipment to monitor and analyze the network performance. More
importantly, they lack network forensics tools to quickly resolve application or network issues on 10G networks. Even
though network forensics is an important factor to most enterprises when managing 10G network performance, there
is a lack of network forensics in most data centers. The major challenges to network forensics at 10G are cost and
disk space, as well as limited real-time statistics and time consumption with performing detailed analysis.
Now what? If you are trying to understand the benefits and use of network forensics at 10G, be sure to check out
our whitepaper Network Forensics in a 10G World. If you know the importance of 10G, but fear that most network
analysis solutions are too expensive for your budget, think again. WildPackets offers many different network analysis
solutions at 10G that fit any budget, whether you are fully utilizing 10G or need a solution to capture 10G on a less
demanding 10G network, WildPackets has the right solution to fit your needs.
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